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The world is shifting towards wireless technology. Whether it's listening to audio, or passing content, almost anything can be done wirelessly. The two best-known technologies in this area are Bluetooth and NFC. While the latter is mainly used for charging, the former finds its use almost everywhere. The most noticeable and obvious is the use with Bluetooth
headsets and headphones. Smartphone manufacturers have started throwing a 3.5mm connector, thereby contributing to sales of Bluetooth audio devices. Unfortunately, these devices don't have a battery monitor in them. While some OEMs such as Samsung, OnePlus and LG have had built-in Bluetooth battery level indicators in them, such a feature is
missing from the Android experience. That being said, the latest commits in the AOSP source code suggests that such a feature will soon be in the next few updates for pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL. But who likes to wait, right? So if you're someone who wants to control the battery of your Bluetooth device, read on as we show you how to show Bluetooth battery
level indicators on Android: Show Bluetooth Battery Level Indicators Note: The next method only works with devices that have a hands-free profile (take, reject phone calls) or gatt profile (usually 4.0 Low Energy Devices). Let's start by downloading and installing the free BatON app from here. Then connect the Bluetooth device to your smartphone. For this
illustration, I will use my Boat Rockerz 510 headphones. Once the device is connected, just open the BatON app. The app must now show the bluetooth battery level of your Bluetooth device. In addition, swiping down on the notification panel should also show you the battery level of your Bluetooth device. While the app automatically updates the battery
level, it does so every 3 hours. You can set it up to update your data more often by following the next steps below: Click on the 3 point burger menu and select Settings. Now click on the Auto Measure. Settings for automatic measures will now open. Click on the Frequency Measurement button and then select 15 minutes from the list. That's it. The app will
now automatically update the battery level of the Bluetooth device every 15 minutes. SEE ALSO: As we move the Chrome Address Bar to the bottom on your Android Monitor your Bluetooth device battery level easily on your android device In a world where we are rapidly moving to wireless technology, the best battery life is a necessity. With more and more
smartphone manufacturers ditching the 3.5mm socket, Bluetooth headphones are on the rise. Thus, being able to control their battery level is a big advantage. This helps the user ensure that they are always enough battery life to use it. I know I use the above described method a lot. What about you? You have a Bluetooth device and you use a Method? Let
us know about your experiences in the comments section below. FOLLOW USA with Bluetooth Ring Test and Battery You can do a quick test of the headset's call signal and know the level of the headset's battery. Use Test Bluetooth Ring and battery to check if the Bluetooth headset is working properly. The program shows data from a Bluetooth audio
device. Not all Bluetooth devices currently support the HeadSet.Depending battery protocol on a Bluetooth audio device class, The accuracy of the charge data is different: - high class (transmits 10 battery states - interval 10%) - middle class (transmits 6-4 battery states - 100%, 90%, 80%, 60%, 50%, 20%, 20% or 100%, 70%, 30%, 0%) - low class (do not
transmit battery condition, ring tone only). If you are having any problems with this app, write to the developer's mail. To get the battery level of some Bluetooth headset. you need a python 3.6 or more new to run the script. ▶️ How to run Please make sure you have Blue and Python libraries and file titles if you use Ubuntu/Debian-based dystrosis : sudo apt
set libbluetooth-dev python3-dev Then, set with pips: pip3 set bluetooth_battery bluetooth_battery BT_MAC_ADDRESS_1 ... Pybluez dependency should be installed automatically, but if not, you may need to install it manually 2. Download this repository chmod x bluetooth_battery.py ./bluetooth_battery.py BT_MAC_ADDRESS_1 ... Make sure you have a
python-pybluez or python3-pybluez or python3-bluez installed on your system. You can enter addresses with as many devices as possible, separated by space. Didn't it work? You can set the port number manually by adding a point at the end of a Mac address like this: 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00.3 Try port numbers from 1 to 30 to find one that works for your
device. If it doesn't work, turn off the device first and then try again. Still not working? Please note that this script does not guarantee the support of each Bluetooth device. You can open a new issue for discussion or check existing ones for more information. Checked for  Donate You Can Donate If You Like This Project :) BTC: 1KXJJJSmUocieC3neR's
EDAKpzfcyumLqS BCH: qzzmzegfy76r5glpj26jzq2xly2cczsmfy 0xb6178080c8f0792e63709599999999999647e26b8457 Thank you!  Thank you: @clst: To spread the word! @bhepple: For his research on fixing the ultimate bug @balsoft: To think outside the box (find my big mistake) @martin-beran: In order to make it set port number @Bobo1239: To
add Support for Samsung Galaxy Kidney @keystroke3: To add multiple script support devices ❤️ and all the others that have pointed to problems or helped me with writing code or testing it.   This project is free software licensed under GPL-3.0 or newer software. We can earn commissions for purchases made on our links. A really useful feature for
those of us with Bluetooth headsets and other devices finally making its way to AOSP: Bluetooth battery level indicators. This means that users of Google, Motorola, Sony and other devices with almost a stock of Android software should be able to tell the battery level of their Bluetooth devices connected without the need for a third-party app. There no one
knows exactly how this Bluetooth battery level indicator will appear in its final state, but the existence of this new API in AOSP means that developers can implement Bluetooth battery indicators as they like. Now, for those of you on certain custom ROMs (such as LineageOS) or with devices from some manufacturers (such as Samsung, LG, Huawei,
OnePlus, or Xiaomi) this is not a new feature. Battery-level indicators for connected Bluetooth devices have been supported on many custom ROM and third-party OEM devices for years, but such a feature, in particular, was absent from the Android Open Source Project (AOSP), which means that any Google phone on firmware stocks will not support it.
Samsung Bluetooth Battery Level IndicatorOnePlus Bluetooth Battery Level IndicatorLG Bluetooth Battery Level IndicatorUsers with Bluetooth devices that are lucky enough to have a companion app available on the Google Play Store can get information about battery level in this way, but otherwise there are several options. A popular app in the Play Store
called BatON has tried to add this feature, but it's pretty limited in what range of devices it can support (not through no fault of its own), and is also known to be quite buggy (with many users reporting frequent Bluetooth outages). Instead of relying on third-party apps that either work with just one Bluetooth device that you have or that only support a handful of
devices out there, it would be great if Google stepped in to offer a feature that has been available on other devices for years. And finally, it looks like they're doing just that. The Bluetooth battery level api in AOSPThe Bluetooth Special Interest Group (Bluetooth SIG), the body that controls standards for each iteration of Bluetooth, has already identified the
battery service (BAS) in GATT (Common Service Attributes), but this is for Bluetooth to support BAS. According to some new commits we found during the AOSP excavation, Google is preparing to add new APIs to get the battery level of the remote device. Specifically, they mention the following additions to AOSP: Add an API to get a level Remote Device
Add BluetoothDevice.getBatteryLevel () API to insulate battery level of remote deviceAdd BluetoothDevice.ACTION_BATTERY_LEVEL_CHANGED intention to notify the user that the battery level the remote device has has Backend service methods for BluetoothDevice.getBatteryLevel ()Add battery level field in DeviceProperties with getters and settersAdd
updateBatteryLevel () method in RemoteDevicesAdd resetBatteryLevel () method in RemoteDevicevicesReset battery level for the device, when the device is disabled in aclStateChangeCallback () to ensure the intention of BATTERY_LEVEL_CHANGED, when the device first report battery level information after connectionAdd tests for updateBatteryLevel ()
and resetBatteryLevel ()Out of this, we see that Google will add a new method in the BluetoothDevice class called getBatteryLevel () that will get the current level of the battery connected device when called. According to the source code, this returns the value between 0 and 100 (or -1 if Bluetooth is disabled, the device is disabled, or does not support
reporting its battery level). Thus, this means that it is possible for the battery level to be shown in a way that is more informative than a simple bar. The developer can show a notification or widget with an exact percentage, for example. But that's not all, the app that subscribes to ACTION_BATTERY_LEVEL_CHANGED broadcast intentions will be notified
when the battery level of the connected device has changed. With the broadcast receiver, an app that listens to changes in the state of the Bluetooth connected device's battery, will be notified when the battery level has changed, so there will be no need to carry out a permanent background survey of the service of any kind. This value is sent as an
integrator from 0 to 100% through the intention of additional EXTRA_BATTERY_LEVEL, and the app can distinguish connected devices by filtering through the intentions of additional EXTRA_DEVICE. Even some devices that send battery information in their own way, such as Apple's XEvent Plantronics or Apple's VSC, will also be supported. There is also
work done on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) battery level reporting is supported, although this is listed as unable to merge at the moment. Possible feature for Android 8.1? Android O is almost upon us. The fourth Developer Preview was recently released and was mainly aimed at fixing bugs, although there were a few minor user interface settings here and
there. However, Google has announced that the third developer Preview has revealed all completed Android O APIs that developers can use to prepare for the next version of Android. So this means that the new Bluetooth-connected battery level reporting API won't make its way to the first release of Android O - Android 8.0.However, that doesn't mean it
won't come. It is possible that Google will introduce this API officially (when it actually finished) with the final release of Android 8.1. At the same time, they may even to have this feature supported through the Android Support Library, making it into earlier versions of Android. If it's over going on, users don't have to wait months to enjoy such a feature
(although we always encourage users to try one of the many custom ROMs available on our amazing forums). However, this should be exciting news for stock software lovers on their phone. Hopefully you don't have to be jealous of users with Apple, Samsung, Huawei, LG and other devices with this niamining feature that should have been available in
Android a long time ago. Given the recent outpouring of support ideas on Reddit, we're sure it will be a welcome feature - when it comes to android.XDA's XDA Android 'Bluetooth Battery Level Indicators' is finally coming to Android Android check battery level bluetooth headset android
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